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The Play of Man. By KAHL GBOOS. Translated, with the author's
collaboration, by ELIZABETH L. BALDWIN, with a preface by
J. MASK BALDWIN. London : William Heinemann, 1901.

PROFESSOR GBOOS' theory of Play, as it was first put forward in
T)ie Play of Animals, has already become classical, and has met
with so ready acceptance on the part of biology and psyohology
alike, that any detailed account or discussion of it is superfluous.
In the work which is here translated, the theory is extended, or
applied, to the Play of Man: at the same time many questions
of {esthetics are touched, and suggestively treated, — the origin
of Music, of Art generally, the nature and ground of our delight in
Comedy, of our sober enjoyment of Tragedy—all of whioh are or
have been held to be connected with the Play-impulse. In "the
part dealing with the System of Play, there is a valuable classifica-
tion of the kinds of play, and an interesting collection of examples
from all times and countries.

In deference to the criticisms of Baldwin and others, the theory
in this second work, departs in certain directions from its original
form, the divergence is partly conscious and partly unoonsoious.
While the biological onterion of play still stands,—that "i t shall
deal, not with the serious exercise" (of the instinct concerned)
" but with practice preparatory to it," more stress is laid on the
demand that this practice shall "respond to definite needs"—i.e.,
a present want, and shall be "accompanied by pleasurable feel-
ings ". All the sub-conscious, or shall we say psychophysical,
tendencies and dispositions with which the young animal,—the
human most of all—is from birth endowed, need activity, exercise,
and the need is felt. Thus the sensory regions (of the cortex: ?) be-
tray their presence from the first by a feeling, or need, or impulse
towafcls their corresponding stimuli: the satisfaction of the young
in mere seeing, hearing, touching, still more in bright sights, loud
sounds, varied touches, is an index both of a want that has been
felt, and of a power that may be developed. So the " experimenta-
tion " of the child,—his restless pursuit and exploiting of things to
see, hear, feel, and taste, as well as his equally restless pursuit of
things to do,—is rightly brought under the Play-impulse: he is
satisfying definite needs, hence the pleasure he derives from it, but
at the same time he is exercising and strengthening his powers,
before there is any serious use for them, and that is play. What is
true of the senses is said to hold also of perception, even of memory,
imagination, reason and will, while a large number of plays and
games are skilfully arranged as examples of the playful exercise
of those higher powers. There is a danger of the old " faculties "
creeping into psychology by new paths. A need, a want, which
" corresponds to," or is somehow connected with the presence of
unstimulated sense-regions in the cortex, has enough analogy with
the want of food to be comprehensible: but the analogy fails
in the case of memory, imagination, and the rest. These cannot
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have separate areas devoted to them; they have M their physio-
logical basis only certain groups or forms of combination, of the
sensory brain-elements. Before such groups exist, there can be
no felt need arising from them, and the existence of one cannot
constitute or give rise to a need for others. We surely cannot
argue back from every satisfaction to a need whioh preceded it,
and which was felt. Nearly all these higher forms of play can be
explained without assuming a pre-existing, specialised need. Groos
himself makes much greater use here of the desire for conquest,
the love of combat, whether with one's neighbour*, with external
objeots or circumstances, or with oneself,—" an essential element
in all play ". " Flay leads up from what U easy to more difficult
tasks, since only deliberate oonqaest can produce the feeling of
pleasure in success " (p. 8); the " pleasure in overcoming difficulties
is an essential feature of all play " fp. 39) and it traced to the
fighting-instinct; of similar origin is tne joy in being a cause, and,
it may be added, the joy in finding causes, which every child
shows. " There are many running games whose attraotion consists
in the difficulties to be overcome " (p. 84),—so of jumping games,
of endurance-plays, and many others. Even in learning to walk,
apart from the instinctiveness of the action, the element of delight
in success greatly enhances the pleasure of the first beginnings
(Froebel, p. 82). The pleasure of throwing in the many throw-
ing-games is traced (with Sigismund, Souriau) to "the projec-
tion of our individuality into a wider sphere of aotion," — i.e.,
the extension of our power and consequent delight therein
Among higher powers, the pleasure of recognition was identified
by Aristotle with that of solving a riddle: " this would make
enjoyment of recognition identical with that derived from over-
coming difficulties, and there can be no doubt that it is an
important element in all art-appreciation, if it be not, indeed,
the very kernel of sBSthetio enjoyment"1 (p. 125). 8o ouriosity
is traced to the " impulse to bring everything within our own
powers " (p. 147). Even the enjoyment of the tragic, and of the
comic, springs from the fundamental fighting instinot: with the
tragic, it is joy in a combat with external forces, with fate, or
with human weakness which we inwardly repeat (by Einfuhlung,
" inner imitation " ) : with the comic, the feeling of triumph in
our own superiority over the subjeot of ridicule, blends with our
inner imitation of the subject itself. We first become, in play,
the incongruous, ridiculous thing, then recognise the superiority
of our real self to our temporary play-self, and delight in the
contrast. No doubt our interests largely determine in what
directions the fighting-instinct shall be specialised, but these de-
pend to an infinitely greater extent on tradition, education, and
opportunity, than on inherited "dispositions " or " needs ".

Again in the theory of Imitation, and Imitation-Flay, Groos
1 The German does not bear this out: presumably the change is ac-

cepted by Groos himself (v.. p. 154;.
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has modified -the view of The Play of Animals, where he classed
imitation as an "instinct," a term he now discards for that of
"impulse ". An instinctive act must be a specific reaction to a
definite situation or stimulus, whereas in imitation "we have a
thousand varying reactions, for as the stimulus (the model) varies,
the whole oharaoter of the reaction follows suit" (p. 284). The
impulse is accounted for (1) by the psychophysical adjustment
under which the idea of a movement tends to its realisation,
and (2) by the limitation of this through inherited instincts or
tendencies; only when the movement idea falls in with one of
these does it tend to action : the young lion Ndoes not seek to
imitate the bird flying, nor the fish swimming. \ Even in this
modified form, however, the theory does not help us over the
crucial difficulty of imitation-psychology,—how the perception of
an action in animal B should become the idea of a corresponding
action in the mind of animal A : it is only this latter idea that
tends to be realised in the actual movement of A. An older child's
imitation of its elders is conscious, their actions are interpreted as
means to a desired, if vague, end, and are imitated accordingly.
In the imitations of very young children and lower animals this
is not the case. When a chick pecks imitatively, either at the
sight or the sound of the mother-hen pecking, there is no transla-
tion of the sound- or sight-image of external movement into idea
of the chick's own action. The tendency to look for imitation
everywhere is somewhat overdone; rather the actions by the
lower animals are never imitative, except to the outside observer:
the appearance of imitation is due to the fact that the attention of
the young animal is from birth onwards centred in the mother or
in both parents, that almost [all young animals have the following
instinct more or less developed, and that animals, like men, follow
in their actions and in their mental life the line of least resistance.
A sheep jumps when another has jumped, not because it imitates,
but because its attention is drawn upwards by its leaping fellow :
the ohiok pecks at the sound of tapping, because its attention is
drawn to'the ground, where the sight of the grain calls out the
peoking-reflex. Imitation is not an instinct because it is never
unconscious : and Thorndike's experiments showed that conscious
imitation is very difficult to find in animals. His subjects did not
imitate the actions of their neighbour dogs or cats, because they
could not attend to them.

Naturally, in the Play of Man, the rdle of Suggestion is much
greater than in that of Animals, and Prof. Groos opens many
interesting questions as to its action : in social plays—the school
of citizenship,—in musical and dancing-plays, the origin of the
higher arts, the player is thrown into a state of high suggestivity,
resembling the ecstasy, or the hypnotic trance. In the one ca&e
it is the personal influence of the leader, or the mere fact of
belonging to a crowd or group: in the other it is the hypnotic
effect of rhythm, of monotonous movement. The result is to
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¥'ve a strong sense of reality in the game,—play though it be.
he more real the game for the time being, the greater its en-

joyment, and the greater its educative effect
I have only tonohed on one or two of the innnmerable points

of interest the work raises, and where I have criticised, it has
been to suggest problems rather than to depreciate in any way
a most valuable contribution to Psychology. One has to regret
that in spite of the author's collaboration, its translation leaves
much to be desired, and hardly does justice to the German
original. Sentences to which no meaning can be attached read
quite dear in the latter; as, for example, page" 232, " Sully and
Bibot attempt to unite them," etc—and p. 295 in the German
edition: page 234, " In all those relations," eto.; page 344,
"When the display of one's excellencies," eto. (in the German,
p. 444, wenn is an 'if,' not a 'when'). On page 233 "zur
Voraussetuwtg " is apparently translated ' to the occasion'; page
234, awser-asthetitoh i s ' external' (" an external sense of triumph,"
cf. German p. 298); page 240, Schius von der Kanzel—' Shots
from the Chancel, and Oemse—'goat'; page 288 (German, p.
370), volUg verschiedene Seactionen, i.e., a number of quite diverse
reactions, becomes " quite an involved reaction "—a very different
matter; on page 289 (German, p. 370) a meaningless "and
sensation as well" is found to be Die Freude am Auchkdnnen;
page 381, a distorted translation is rendered quite unintelligible
by the printer's omission of a line; page 362 (German, p. 468)
ubermdssige Beroitwilligk&it is " inherited readiness . . .". The
proof-reading, especially of the German quotations, should be
more carefully done for the second edition; there are three errors
on page 36 for example.

J. L. MCINTYB*
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